
# Span * eigen

Def Let us,.., vk in a vector spaceV. Take some linear combo
the span of these vectors is I can, t... +cave I c,... Ck ERR3

Lemma f a.. ....we are e-vecs ofA with same e-val 1,
any won-zero linear combo of v. .., 'k is alo
of A with eval 1
Proof
Supposethen = C. Av, +... + CKAve

= 1 (C.V, +... + CKUK)
CiVit... + Cauk is e-vec by def

Let Anxn with e-val a then the set of comesponding e-vec
, denoted Extogether with o is the X-eigenspace

Ex Cuing a for law had Ess pan (tal.li])
Ex is a vector space

# Subspace
Def A von in pen cubes or etcesubset W of a vector space vis a subspace

with the same @ and @as V.

of V it.
1. Closed under addition
2. Closed under scaler mul

Pf wts we satisfies the to axions
1. assumed

If V is ver space and WaV, WHO, then Wis subspace

Lec 20

C.V, +.=+cHUK

AC CIV. +.=
# 0

then
a e-ver

+ CAUK)

Def

sO

Then

Ex:

Thir



2. addition commutative in V = in W too
associative

, D=Ow,
5. -w= (-1) w EW
6. assumed

but Wdosed under scaler m
since Wclosed under scaler

SO D-OWEW

all true in I so also true in W.

subspaces:
- Eö3 is always subspace of V
• V is always eubspace of V

Let Vbe vector space with vecsspan (VI, ..., UK) is subspace of V
" Amy snospace that contair V, ...,ve contairs span (V., .., UK)
Viz. span (Vi, .., Wk) is the smallest subspace that contains

vi,....vk EV, then

Pf
Let W= span (VI , ..., Vk)
Then wE W= Wto as neg
Also, suppose Civ. +. +CAUK EW, div. +..

then CV. +.= + CaUK + div, +... + deVk
= (Citdi)v, +.. + COK tok) VE EW

+ dEVkEW,

Finally, = (rC.) V, +...+ (rCk) VIK EW as reg
* Some interesting subspaces for Amon
Recall As a... r.=
- collA) = span (Cr.., en), which is a subspace of Ru- row CA) = span Cris.., 'm) Rm

3.

77

* Trivial

10

Ther

as neg


